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Abstract - Llmlt anul~:si~ of prismatic torsion bars was the earliest attempt to apply plasticity theory 
to I continuum. The slmpllcity of the problem made it feasible to use the two-dimensional Prandtl 
stress function. detincd for the elastic torsion problems. for the plastic stress distributions as well. 
The gradient of the stress functions for plastic torsion has a constant magnitude. and hence a 
function of this type assumes the protile of a sand hill. This sand hill analogy of Nadai (1950. T/w 
Lowry or F/w tr!rrl Frtrcrurc o/‘.Witls. McGraw-Hill. U.K.) gave a visual sense of possible non- 
smoothness of such stress functions and thus discontinuous stress fields. Many stress functions of 
plastic torsion fw relatively simple cross-sections have been constructed graphically. However. 
collupse modes in terms of warping functions were much less reported. In this paper. we shall 
cstrrbhsh ;I duahty thcorcm which rekltes the correct stress function to the correct warping function. 
thus prwiding the means to obtain complctc static and kinematic solutions. This dual variational 
prmccplc Icads nalurally IO a general numerical algorithm which puarantecs convcqgce and 
accuracy. In this paper. WC’ shall only prcscnl three exact solutions to verify the theorem. to 
dcmcwstrahz ~hc poss~hlc non-smooth fcxture of the solutions and to rcitcrate this clli’ctive Ju;II 
vari;~ricw;ll ;Ipprwch to llmlt analyriu in &!cncral. 
INTKODUCTION 
The theory of perfect plasticity (Pragcr and Ho~lgc. 1951) has long been applied to analyze 
the limit behavior of structures by Ilodge (1959). As modern technology pushes for greater 
performance of matcri;il ductility and optimal structural design, limit iln;IlysiS is now studied 
with resurgent interest. Designs for earthquake-resistant buildings and bridges. collision- 
safe automobiles, accirlerlt-tolerant nuclear installations, and light-weight peripheral equip- 
ment to match the lightning sped of computer output all need the help of limit analysis. 
However. the methodology and the theoretical foundation of limit analysis known to 
engineers are still itt the 1960 Icvcl. The issue toduy is not just the capability of a solution. 
We need accuracy. ellicirncy and automation of computer software that can handle large 
problems with many design parameters. Furthermore, repeated computations under fac- 
toriid growth of parameter combinations must bc accomplished within a reasonable time 
to practically achieve optimal designs. To support the development of limit analysis and 
optimal design software. there must be sound mathematical analysis. 
The theory of limit analysis has a deceptive simplicity. In fact. its mathematical 
structure is still being investigated in the recent research of functional analysis (Strang and 
Temam. 1980; Demengel, 1984; Teman, 1985). and modern calculus of variations (Cesari 
CI ul.. 1988). Functions involved in limit analysis are often non-smooth. Their derivatives 
must be interpreted in ;I generalized sense presented by Clarke (I 983). To analyze the deeper 
aspects of these fine points may require advanced tools of mathematics, too technical for 
engineers. In this paper, we shall avoid arguments of technicality and use elementary 
mathematical langu;lgc and physical intuition to enhance our understanding of certain 
abstract results. 
Duality theorems and their applications to plastic analysis of plates, plane strain and 
plane stress problems have been presented by Yang (1987). Liu and Yang (1989) and Huh 
and Yang (1991) in connection with weak solutions of il variational integral called the 
virtual work. A variationul principle for plastic torsion is presented here in the same light. 
We first state the basic assumptions for the plastic torsion problem. A prismatic bar 
of arbitrary cross-ssction is made from a ductile material which may harden under plastic 
deformation but has an asymptotic behavior (perfect plasticity in the limit) in its stress- 
strain relation. The pliistic behavior described here is called asymptotically perfect. The 
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elastic property of the material. although not required in the analysis. is not explicitly 
excluded in the constitutibr inequtllities. We onI4 assume a large elastic modulus (several 
orders greater than the asymptotic yield strength) so that elastic strains are implicitI! 
neglected in comparison with plastic strains and the overall deformation remains small 
before the impending plastic collapse of the bar. Therefore. up to the point of collapse. a 
Lagrangian reference frame can be used to describe the motion and equilibrium about the 
undeformed configuration. This departure from the classical rigid perfectly plastic model 
does not change the nature of limit analysis but will broaden its applicability. 
The primal (or natural) formulation leads directly to statements that seek the greatest 
lower bound attained by the exact static solution. A variational procedure develops the 
dual formulation which minimizes ;I sharp upper bound functional in terms of admissible 
kinematic functions. A duality theorem equates the least upper bound to the greatest lower 
bound. We may choose to maximize the lolber bound functional or minimize the upper 
bvund functional to obtain the limiting torque (collapse load). Solving the prilnalPdual 
problems simultaneously produces complete static and kinematic solutions. 
The sand hill analogy of Nadai (19.50) made it simple to construct stress functions 
graphically. or by actually using sand to carry out the analogy if the cross-section is 
relatively simple. However. in either method. no accurate means ofev:lluating the limiting 
torque from the sand hill was ever developed. As an improvcmcnt. ;I half-analytic halt- 
computational method developed by Yang ( 1979) successfully dcrivcd the ridpc iinc equa- 
tions of the sand hills for several non-simple cross-sections. Then ;I sptcial tinitc clement 
Integration method pruduccd limiting torques xcur;itcly. Fur kincrii;itic wlutic~ns in terms 
of warping t‘unctioris. only ;I lint intcgratlon method of Maritlcl ( I9-k) is ;ivailablc li3r 
simple cross-sections. 
in this paper. wc rcliirn to the fiintl;~nicntals and concern oursclvcs with the duality 
thcorcm for the pkislic lorsion problems. It is the modern appro;lch to all limit ;inalysis 
problems. WC shrill tirst p’rcscnt the primal formiil;~tion in terms of the I’randll stress 
t’unction. The Cauchy S&wart/. inequality. H hen applied to the weak cquilihrium equation 
(virtual work). kids the way to the dual formulation and the duality thcorcm. Three exact 
solutions arc presented to dcmonstratc this duality. lkwd on this thcorcm, ;I gcncral 
algorithm has hccn dcvelopctl and successfully applied to problems of complex domains 
and ditlicult boundary conditions. This algorithm clpplics also to ;I non-linear wave problem 
(&her and Srthk~n, 1988). thus furnishing another new tlamr prop;ig;ition analogy (Yang, 
I99 I ) to the pktic torsion problems. 
TtIE I’KIMAL FORMULATION 
The symmetric 3 x 3 matrix function of the form 
whose non-zero elements arc functions of .V and _I’ in a domain 13, reprcscnts ;I shear stress 
distribution in ;I cross-section of ;1 prismatic torsion bar which extends between 0 6 z < I 
where I is thr length of the bar. By assuming an identical stress distribution in every cross- 
section, WC may therefore regard D as ;I typical cross-section of the three-di~ncnsit,nal 
domain of the bar. It is sufkient to consider only the two stress components (T:, and G:, 
which form ;I vector function rr~ R’(D). This is only an cxpcdicncy to condense writing. 
We shall return to the three-dirncnsional domain. D ’ = D x [0, I]. of the bar Lvhcn ;I descrip- 
tion calls for it. 
A spccitic vector function CJ(.\.,J.) is regarded 3s ;I point in the space I<‘(D). The 
statically admissible set S in that space consists of those points that satisfy the equilibrium 
equation and static boundary conditions. In the absence of body forccs. ivc write the non- 
trivial equilibrium equation 
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Fig. I. A general cross-section of a prismatic torsion bar 
sa,, x+cc$=o. (2) 
to be satisfied in the domain D, and the stress-free boundary condition 
b,,n, +a,,.nV = 0 (3) 
on the boundary (70 which is representative of the entire lateral surface of the bar. where 
n, and II, are the non-trivial components of its outward normal vector. If the domain D is 
multiply connected, then the external boundary is denoted by dD,, and the boundaries of 
the N holes are denoted by CD,. i = I, 2.. . . , n and dD = u”, (70,. A general cross-section 
with holes is shown in Fig. I. 
The static boundary condition at two end surfaces, : = 0, I. is expressed in the integral 
form 
where T is the applied torque. All stresses that satisfy (2). (3) and (4) form a set SE R’(D). 
For a ductile material with the property of asymptotically perfect plasticity, the static 
equilibrium of the bar can be maintained with negligible deformation for sufficiently small 
T. As the value of T increases, the static equilibrium will eventually break down as the bar 
continues to deform with non-increasing torque. The condition for static admissibility under 
the greatest value of T is also the condition for an impending failure (collapse). This ductile 
failure also depends on the stress-bearing capacity of the material. A pointwise constitutive 
law may be expressed by the asymptotic yield criterion, 
where the Euclidean magnitude of the stress vector is bounded by the material constant k. 
the asymptotic yield stress in shear. This pointwise condition, when applied to the entire 
domain, forms a set C c R ‘(0) whose elements are called constitutively admissible. 
The mathematical problem of seeking the greatest value, sup T(a), aE L = S n C is 
dctinrd as the primal problem. In engtneertng notation, we write 
rwxinrix T(a) = (xal, -ya,,) d A 
nrhjm lo 
aa,, da.. 
-2 = 0 in D, 
(!.\-+ 3, 
a,,4 + a,,n?. = 0 on JD, 
and IIaN? <k. (6) 
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Let T* = sup T(n). called the limiting torque. Then all the admissible stress distributions 
in D which correspond to T G T’ form the set L of the lower bound solutions. Since Sand 
C are convex sets. the set L is convex. It is non-empty since c = 0 is in the set. It is also 
bounded since C is bounded. The supremum of T(a) taken over a convex. non-empty and 
bounded set necessarily exists. 
Introducing the Prandtl stress function $(x,J) such that 
the equilibrium eqn (2) is automatically satisfied by any such stress function. The primal 
problem (6) expressed in terms of this stress function is given by Yang (1979) : 
4 = 0 on CD,,. (b = 9, on CD,. i = I. 2,. . . .II. 
tlllti IlV@II: < x-. (5) 
where cb, is the undctcrmincd constant value of (b on the internal boundary r!D,, A, is the 
cross-sectional ;IrciI of the ith hole and V$ is the gradient vector of C&S.!.)_ The solution 
to problem (8) dctcrmincs 7“ = T,,$.,,,,, and ~/*(.r. r) in II. including CD. 
It has been shown that the maximization oi (8) will drive the yield criterion (5) to its 
upper bound such that II V$ jl 2 = k for cvcry point in D. The optimal solution c/I*(x,J) is ;I 
surl1lcc 01’ constant absolute grad&it. For ;I simply connected domain D. such ;I surface 
can bc made by building ;I sand hill on ;I horizontal platform of D. Under gravity, sand 
will slide under ;I constant slope. Thus the profile of the sand hill will assume ;I surface ol 
constant absolutt gradient. This sand hill ;lnalogy bccomcs a less mnnngcnblr set-up when 
I:, has holes. Worse yet. there exists no convenient method of integrating the sand hill 
volume to obtain the limiting torque T+. 
DUALITY 
A standard tool in functional analysis (Royden. 1988), is the upper or lower bounding 
of a functional by another functional. For instance, instead of seeking the maximum of the 
original functional, we seek its least upper bound (the supremum). By minimizing an upper 
bound functional, we may recover the maximum of the original functional. This method 
of analysis will succeed only if the inequality relating the original functional to the upper 
bound functional is sharp such that the equality is inclusive. A functional which is bounded 
above has a supremum. A functional which is bounded below has an infemum. The theorem 
that equates the least upper bound to the maximum or the greatest lower bound to the 
minimum of a functional is called duality. 
We begin with the weak equilibrium equation involving the original 3 x 3 stress 
matrix a, 
I u’(V - a) d V = 0. (9) n’ 
where I transposes a vector. V* is the divergence operator in R’ and the vector valued function 
u = ( -ky. Ox. Ot+b(.r,_t*))’ is chosen with a constant 0 and an arbitrary warping function 
I++(.v,_I.) in the set A’ c R(D) to be defined as the set of kinematically admissible functions. 
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Integrating (9) by parts under a general divergence theorem and using the boundary 
conditions (3) and (4). we obtain after some simplification 
where the integrand may be regarded as the inner product of the stress vector 0~ R’(D) 
and the vector valued function called the strain rate, 
defined in the domain D. Using the Cauchy-Schwarz inequality and the constitutive 
inequality (5). we may rewrite (IO) as 
whcrc a sharp upper bound functional -r(‘(IL(.r._r)) > 7(&.r._~)) is obtained. 
The dual formulation. which seeks the Icast upper bound by solving 
(12) 
(13) 
is a standard calculus of variation problem without constraint. Ccsari ef ~1. (1988) have 
rcccntly proved that the absolute minimum of such an integral exists. The sharpness of the 
inequalities in (12) and the existence of the absolute minimum of (13) constitute the proof 
of the duality theorem for the plastic torsion problem : 
(14) 
where T+ is the limiting torque. The elements of K and L are continuous functions defined 
in D. The functions in L must satisfy the constraint conditions in (8) while the functions in 
Shave no constraint. Unlike the other limit analysis problems where the integrands involved 
in the integral function& may contain unbounded but integrable measures, the torsion 
problems are devoid of such complications. Any ordinary numerical method, combining 
discretization and optimization, can be applied to the primal problem (8) and the dual 
problem (I 3). In this paper, we are concerned only with some exact solutions to demonstrate 
the theoretical aspects presented. The correct pair of a stress function and a warping 
function constitute the complete solution and give the unique limiting torque. 
EXAMPLES 
Three examples including bars of circular, square and rectangular cross-section are 
presented in this section. Although the solutions to these problems are well known. the 
purpose here is to demonstrate the duality theorem which is not. Numerical solutions of 
complicated cross-sections computed by a new algorithm based on the duality theorem are 
presented by Yang ( 199 I ). 
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Since these three cross-sections are simply connected we may rewrite (8) in a simpler 
form. 
For the circular bar of radius Q. the solution of (I 5) is a cone. In a polar coordinate, 
which has ;I constant gradient -k; equals zero on the boundary: and yields the limiting 
torque T+ = inkc~‘. 
By ~lxisymmetry, no warping of the circular cross-section should be expected. Hence 
II/’ z 0 and from (I 3). we obtain 
(17) 
and conlirm the duality thcorcm (14). 
Although the square and rectangular bars belong to the same family, different aspect 
ratios of the cross-sections cause great changes in warping functions. We shall treat these 
bars scparatrly. 
First, consider a 2a x 2a square bar whose plastic stress function is a pyramid with a 
height kcr on the square base. It is easy to verify that this pyramid function satisfies all the 
constraints in (I 5). The corresponding torque equals twice the volume of the pyramid, 
A trial warping function is chosen as 
+(s._r) = [.r sign 0) -y sign (_r)] min {j.~l, \_rii, (19) 
which is obviously continuous in D. Substituting (19) into (I 3) and observing the symmetry 
of the intcgrand, the integration needs be carried out only in one-eighth of the domain D. 
WC choose the sub-domain ((.~,)(o : 0 < .‘c < u, 0 6 _r < U, x 2 _r) and obtain 
(20) 
We have indeed found the optimal solutions I$* = &,yram,dr JI* = 1btri.l and verified theduality 
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Fig. 2. The contours of stress wxi warping functions for a 3~ x 2u torsion bar. 
T(rfP) = T($*) = SX_cr’/3. The contour maps of ~*(.Y._Y) and $*(.r..r) are shown in Fig. 
2a. b. 
Where the solid contours have positive values. the dashed Q contours are negative and 
the dashed lines in the map of 4 are ridge lines where the derivatives of d, are discontinuous. 
Since the wrrrping function can be scaled by an arbitrary constant. the absolute values of 
the contours arc immaterial. 
Consider now a torsion bur with it 4tr x 2tr cross-section. It is well known that the exact 
stress ftllIctit~n for the r~~t~In~lI~;~r bars is in the form of a roof functit~n. as shown in Fig. 
3~. For this p;lrticular bar. the volume under the roof can be catculatcd to give the limiting 
torque. T* = 2Ok~‘/3. 
Ag;~in. using the symmetry of the prohlcm. the intcgrntion in (13) needs he carried out 
only in the tirst quadrant. Wc further divide the tirst quadrant. (0, Ztr] x [O.ll]. into three 
sub-domains 
Thr warping function in the first quadrant is dcfincd by 
which is continuous iicross the boundurics of D,, D? and D,. Its symmetric extension is 
continuous in I). Substituting (22) into (13) and multiplying the result by four to cover the 
entire domain Il. we obtain 
which agrees with the limiting torque cillculatcd earlier from the roof function. Hence the 
roof function and the warping function defined in (22) are the correct pair of static and 
kinematic solutions. The contour maps of these two functions are shown in Fig. 3a. b. The 
(.L_P) coordinates arc rotrttcd from the usual oricnt~tion so that the maps fit well in the 
width of the page. 
There is a marked change in the warping function from the square to this rectangular 
domain. In the square (20 x 2~) domain, 4’ alternates its sign tight times as a point travels 
along a closed, convex curve around the origin. In the 4a x 2u domain. the sign changes 
only four timcs. Ths transition can be seen in a 3~. x 2a domain for which the contour maps 
are shown in Fig. 43. b. where two pairs of warping waves near the short edges of the 
rectangle first chrink thcIl disappear iis the aspect ratio increases. 
Fig. 3. The conIours of stress and warping functions for a Ju x Za torsion bilr. 
FINAL REMARKS 
There seems to be a misconception in the mechanics community that the issue of 
general upper and lower bound theorems for limit analysis has long been closed. In fact 
the proof of a duality theorem in plasticity remains an open topic in functional analysis. 
When one is presented. it usually entails the technicrrl and somctimcs new language of 
modern mathematics. The following scenario is not uncommon. A m~~then~atician’s highly 
technical proof and an engineer’s highly intuitive solution of a plasticity problem met with 
polite silence or superficial communication in mixed company. Yet each needs the other’s 
deeper insight to advance the state of science for the non-one-to-one, non-linear, and 
non-smooth problems encountered in the mathematical theory of plasticity, as well as in 
engineering applications. 
A duality theorem under very broad proposition does not solve all the problems in 
special cases. The smoothness of a constitutive model, the boundary shape and loading all 
have a bearing on the non-smoothness and lack of uniqueness of the limit solutions. Each 
sub-class of problems such as plate. plane strain and plane stress, etc. possesses special 
characteristics and merits an independent study. We have a general proof of the duality 
theorem for plastic torsion probtems. Three concrete examples with exact static and kine- 
matic solutions have verified the abstract results and demonstr~~tcd the non-smooth nature 
of the solutions. 
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Since the stress and strain rate components are related to the derivatives of a stress 
function and a warping function respectively. these derivatives of non-smooth but con- 
tinuous functions have finite jumps. Hence the stress and strain rate in plasticity belong to 
a class of functions called BV [bounded variation. Volpert (1967)] by mathematicians. The 
BV functions are studied under the deeper topics of functional analysis and calculus of 
variations as in the references cited. Engineers have produced many relatively simple BV 
solutions in plasticity and called them kinematically admissible (the class R mentioned 
earlier). The defnition of K has been rather vague in the engineering literature. We intend 
to use the results in modern functional analysis to help define K precisely for each class 
of problems in plasticity. Identifying the correct function space is vitally important in 
approximations such as the finite element and the finite difference methods. For plastic 
torsion problems. the stress functions and warping functions are absolutely continuous and 
their first partial derivatives belong to BV. 
For a stress distribution QE BV. how does it satisfy the differential equation of equi- 
librium (2) when the derivatives of the stress components along a ridge line are unbounded? 
The answer lies in either of the following two inierpretations : the unbounded derivatives 
in (2) are equal but opposite in sign so they add up to zero. The other interpretation is the 
standard weak (integral) equation such that any finite element of D is in equilibrium. 
Although this paper is intended only as an exposition for the theoretical aspects of the 
problem considered, the duality theorem (14) is a fundamental basis for good numerical 
algorithms. The unique optimality of the prima-dual problems and convergence of an 
iterative algorithm can bc obtained by the closing of the duality gap. Howcvcr. the uniquc- 
ncss of the static and kinematic solutions cannot bc guaranteed. This can also be understood 
from an engineering viewpoint that the collapse motlcs may not bc unique in reality. 
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